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Abstract
In this paper we compute the number of curves of genus 2 deﬁned over a ﬁnite ﬁeld k of odd
characteristic up to isomorphisms deﬁned over k; the even characteristic case is treated in an
ongoing work (G. Cardona, E. Nart, J. Pujola`s, Curves of genus 2 over ﬁeld of even
characteristic, 2003, submitted for publication). To this end, we ﬁrst give a parametrization of
all points inM2; the moduli variety that classiﬁes genus 2 curves up to isomorphism, deﬁned
over an arbitrary perfect ﬁeld (of zero or odd characteristic) and corresponding to curves with
non-trivial reduced group of automorphisms; we also give an explicit representative deﬁned
over that ﬁeld for each of these points. Then, we use cohomological methods to compute the
number of k-isomorphism classes for each point in M2ðkÞ:
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
Let M2 be the moduli space that classiﬁes genus 2 curves up to isomorphism;
Igusa [6] constructed this moduli space as a three-dimensional afﬁne variety over Z:
As it is observed in [3], this construction implies that the set of points inM2 deﬁned
over a ﬁeld k is in bijection with k3:
Given a moduli point deﬁned over a ﬁeld k; corresponding to curves with no other
automorphisms than the hyperelliptic involution, it is proved by Mestre [8] that there
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is an obstruction, which is an element in Br2ðkÞ; to ﬁnd a genus 2 curve deﬁned over
k that represents the moduli point. For the remaining points, it is proved in [3] that
such a representative always exists. In particular, when working over a ﬁnite ﬁeld k;
say with q elements, Mestre’s obstruction is trivial and, therefore, the set of %k-
isomorphism classes of genus 2 curves deﬁned over k is in bijection with k3 and has
q3 elements.
In order to compute the number of k-isomorphism classes of genus 2 curves
deﬁned over k; we use cohomological methods to ﬁnd the number of such classes
corresponding to each point in M2ðkÞ: These cohomological computations depend
on the structure of the group of automorphisms of the curves representing the
moduli point. The different possibilities for these groups of automorphisms are C2;
V4; D8; D12; C10; 2D12; S˜4 and S˜5: Here, Cn denotes the cyclic group of order n; V4 is
the Klein 4-group, isomorphic to C2  C2; Dn is the dihedral group of order n; and
2D12; S˜4 and S˜5 are certain 2-coverings of the dihedral and symmetric groups D12; S4
and S5; respectively.
The number of curves modulo k-isomorphisms and quadratic twists has been
counted in [7]. Formulas for the number of curves having a Weierstrass point deﬁned
over k can be found in [5].
In Section 1, we give a parametrization of curves of genus 2 with group of
automorphisms isomorphic to V4 that is valid for any perfect ﬁeld. Together with the
results in [2], this gives a parametrization of all the points in M2 corresponding to
curves with non-trivial automorphisms.
In Section 2, we study the twists of curves of genus 2 depending on the structure
of AutðCÞ: Much of the work in this section is dedicated to the study of
the cohomology set H1ðGk;AutðCÞÞ; specially in the sporadic cases AutðCÞC
2D12; S˜4; S˜5: With these computations, we are able to give the number of k-twists of a
genus 2 curve depending on the ﬁnite ﬁeld k; AutðCÞ and a certain extension kð ﬃﬃtp Þ=k
being trivial or quadratic.
In Section 3, we compute the number of points in M2ðkÞ corresponding to each
possibility for AutðCÞ and kð ﬃﬃtp Þ=k:
In Section 4, we use the results of the previous sections to compute the number of
k-isomorphism classes of genus 2 curves deﬁned over k:
We will always assume that genus 2 curves are given by a hyperelliptic model,
C : y2 ¼ f ðxÞ;
where f ðxÞAk½x is a polynomial of degree 5 or 6. Isomorphisms between genus 2
curves will always be given in terms of their hyperelliptic models:
ðx; yÞ/ ax þ b
cx þ d;
ðad 	 bcÞy
ðcx þ dÞ3
 !
;
a b
c d
 
AGL2ð %kÞ;
and we will identify such an isomorphism with the corresponding matrix. We recall
that this identiﬁcation preserves both the group law and the Galois action.
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1. Parametrization of curves with non-trivial automorphisms
For this section, k will be an arbitrary perfect ﬁeld of characteristic different from
2, but possibly equal to 0: We ﬁx %k an algebraic closure of k and denote by Gk the
absolute Galois group Galð %k=kÞ:
From the results in [2], we know that the set of points inM2ðkÞ corresponding to
curves with group of automorphisms isomorphic to D8 (respectively D12) is
parametrized by k\f0; 1=4; 9=100g (respectively k\f0; 1=4;	1=50g), and given a value
tAk for this parameter, one can explicitly ﬁnd a genus 2 curve deﬁned over k that
represents the moduli point. Also, for the isolated points in M2 corresponding to
AutðCÞCC10; 2D12; S˜4; S˜5; one can ﬁnd an explicit model with coefﬁcients in Z that
represents the point over any ﬁeld.
Therefore, the only remaining case is that of curves with group of automorphisms
isomorphic to V4:
If one wants to study genus 2 curves with AutðCÞCV4 over an algebraically closed
ﬁeld, one can use the following result, that goes back to Bolza [1].
Lemma 1. Let C be a genus 2 curve defined over k with AutðCÞCV4: Then, C is
%k-isomorphic to a curve defined over %k of the form
y2 ¼ x6 þ a1x4 þ a2x2 þ 1; ð1Þ
for some a1; a2A %k:
It has to be noted that not all equations of the form (1) correspond to curves of
genus 2 with group of automorphisms isomorphic to V4: The following lemma, that
also appears in [9], gives conditions for this.
Lemma 2. An equation of the form
y2 ¼ x6 þ a1x4 þ a2x2 þ 1
corresponds to a curve C of genus 2 with AutðCÞCV4 if, and only if,
ðu2 	 4v þ 18u 	 27Þðv2 	 4u3Þð4v 	 u2 þ 110u 	 1125Þa0;
where u ¼ a1a2 and v ¼ a31 þ a32:
Proof. Such an equation corresponds to a genus 2 curve if, and only if, the
discriminant of the polynomial x6 þ a1x4 þ a2x2 þ 1 is non-zero, which is equivalent
to
u2 	 4v þ 18u 	 27a0:
If the previous condition holds, then (1) deﬁnes a genus 2 curve, and the group of
automorphisms of this curve contains V4: As it is proved in [2], those curves having
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V4D! AutðCÞ are those isomorphic to either
y2 ¼ x5 þ x3 þ tx
or
y2 ¼ x6 þ x3 þ t
for some tAk\f0; 1=4g: Computing the corresponding parameters u and v one ﬁnds
that they satisfy the relations
v2 	 4u3 ¼ 0
or
4v 	 u2 þ 110u 	 1125 ¼ 0;
respectively. Note also that if the characteristic of k is 3, then one needs to replace
the equation y2 ¼ x6 þ x3 þ t with
y2 ¼ 1
t
x6 þ x4 þ x2 þ 1;
but also in this case holds that 4v 	 u2 þ 110u 	 1125 ¼ 0: &
The following proposition shows that, given C with AutðCÞCV4; the correspond-
ing parameters introduced in the previous lemma:
u ¼ a1a2; v ¼ a31 þ a32
can be obtained as absolute invariants of C:
Proposition 3. Let C be a genus 2 curve with AutðCÞCV4: Then the parameters
u; v can be obtained as the values that take at C the absolute invariants
ju ¼ Au
Bu
; jv ¼ Av
Bv
;
where
Au ¼ J52J24 	 64J32J34 þ 1024J2J44 þ 3J62J6 	 202J42J4J6 þ 4014J22J24J6
	 20160J34J6 þ 666J32J26 	 20520J2J4J26 þ 48600J36 	 30J42J10
þ 2800J22J4J10 	 192000J24J10 	 360000J2J6J10;
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Bu ¼ 2J42J4J6 	 114J22J24J6 þ 1344J34J6 þ 6J32J26 þ 216J2J4J26 	 3240J36
þ 18J42J10 	 1040J22J4J10 þ 12800J24J10 þ 4800J2J6J10;
Av ¼ J62J24 	 96J42J34 þ 3072J22J44 	 32768J54 þ 3J72J6 	 164J52J4J6
þ 1250J32J24J6 þ 29760J2J34J6 þ 858J42J26 	 22680J22J4J26
	 172800J24J26 þ 81000J2J36 þ 1176J52J10 	 79600J32J4J10
þ 1344000J2J24J10 	 72000J22J6J10 	 12960000J4J6J10 	 134400000J210;
Bv ¼ 3J32J24J6 	 160J2J34J6 þ J42J26 	 36J22J4J26 þ 3456J24J26 	 1188J2J36
þ 24J32J4J10 	 1280J2J24J10 þ 160J22J6J10 þ 105600J4J6J10
þ 640000J210;
and Ji are Igusa’s arithmetic invariants (cf. [3,6]).
Proof. From Lemma 1, and since ju and jv are absolute invariants, the equalities
juðCÞ ¼ u ¼ a1a2 and jvðCÞ ¼ v ¼ a31 þ a32 need only to be tested for equations of
the form (1). It follows from a simple computation that these equalities really hold.
Note also that the denominators Bu and Bv evaluated at a curve of the form (1)
get the value
Bu ¼ 	8ðv2 	 4u3Þð4v 	 u2 þ 110u 	 1125Þ;
Bv ¼ 64ðv2 	 4u3Þð4v 	 u2 þ 110u 	 1125Þ
and, from Lemma 2, they do not vanish. &
As a direct consequence of the previous lemma, we have that if C is deﬁned over
a ﬁeld k; then the corresponding parameters u; v are elements in k: Conversely, the
following result provides a model deﬁned over k for every possible choice of
ðu; vÞAk2:
Proposition 4. Let ðu; vÞAk2 such that
ðu2 	 4v þ 18u 	 27Þðv2 	 4u3Þð4v 	 u2 þ 110u 	 1125Þa0:
Then, the curve of genus 2 defined over k given by
y2 ¼ a0x6 þ a1x5 þ a2x4 þ a3x3 þ ta2x2 þ t2a1x þ t3a0;
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where, if ua0;
t ¼ v2 	 4u3;
a0 ¼ v2 þ u2v 	 2u3;
a1 ¼ 2ðu2 þ 3vÞðv2 	 4u3Þ;
a2 ¼ ð15v2 	 u2v 	 30u3Þðv2 	 4u3Þ;
a3 ¼ 4ð5v 	 u2Þðv2 	 4u3Þ2;
or, if u ¼ 0;
t ¼ 1;
a0 ¼ 1þ 2v;
a1 ¼ 2ð3	 4vÞ;
a2 ¼ 15þ 14v;
a3 ¼ 4ð5	 4vÞ
has u; v as absolute invariants ju; jv:
Proof. The result follows easily evaluating the absolute invariants ju; jv at the given
curves. Note also that the invariants Bu; Bv appearing in the denominator, evaluated
at these curves get the values
Bu ¼ 	257u54ðv2 	 4u3Þ28ð4v 	 u2 þ 110u 	 1125Þ2;
Bv ¼ 266u60ðv2 	 4u3Þ31ð4v 	 u2 þ 110u 	 1125Þ2
in the case ua0 and
Bu ¼ 	257u54v11ð4v 	 1125Þ2;
Bv ¼ 266u60v12ð4v 	 1125Þ2
in the case u ¼ 0: Since we assume
ðu2 	 4v þ 18u 	 27Þðv2 	 4u3Þð4v 	 u2 þ 110u 	 1125Þa0;
they never vanish. This same remark holds for the discriminant, which is equal to
	236u30ðv2 	 4u3Þ15ðu2 	 4v þ 18u 	 27Þ2
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in the case ua0 and to
	236v5ð	4v 	 27Þ2
in the case u ¼ 0: &
Remark 5. The group of automorphisms of the curves introduced in the previous
lemma is generated by
i ¼ 	1 0
0 	1
 
; U ¼ 0
ﬃﬃ
t
p
1=
ﬃﬃ
t
p
0
 !
:
In particular, all automorphisms are deﬁned over kð ﬃﬃtp Þ:
These previous lemmas allow us to give an explicit parametrization of the moduli
points in M2ðkÞ corresponding to curves with group of automorphisms isomorphic
to V4:
Proposition 6. Let k be a field of characteristic different from 2. The set of points
in M2ðkÞ corresponding to curves with group of automorphisms isomorphic to V4 is in
bijection with
fðu; vÞAk2 j ðu2 	 4v þ 18u 	 27Þðv2 	 4u3Þð4v 	 u2 þ 110u 	 1125Þa0g:
An explicit bijection is obtained by evaluating the absolute invariants ju; jv given in
Proposition 3 at a given moduli point and, conversely, associating to a pair ðu; vÞ the
curve given by Proposition 4.
2. Twisting curves of genus 2
In order to study the classiﬁcation of curves of genus 2 up to k-isomorphism one
needs to study k-twists of curves. Given a curve C deﬁned over k; the set of its k-
twists, TwiðC=kÞ; is deﬁned as the set of k-isomorphism classes of curves deﬁned
over k and %k-isomorphic to C: This pointed set is isomorphic to the ﬁrst cohomology
set of Gk with values in AutðCÞ;
TwiðC=kÞCH1ðGk;AutðCÞÞ;
where the Galois action of Gk on AutðCÞ is the natural one.
In the case of curves of genus 2, the existence of the hyperelliptic involution, i;
which is a central automorphism deﬁned over k; gives a short exact sequence of
Gk-groups
1-/iS-A ¼ AutðCÞ-A0 ¼ Aut0ðCÞ ¼ AutðCÞ=/iS-1:
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From this, one gets in cohomology the short exact sequence of pointed sets
1-H1ðGk;/iSÞ=dðA0GkÞ-H1ðGk; AÞ-H1ðGk; A0Þ½D-1; ð2Þ
where d and D are the connecting morphisms,
d : H0ðGk; A0Þ-H1ðGk;/iSÞCk=k2;
D : H1ðGk; A0Þ-H2ðGk;/iSÞCBr2ðkÞ:
Note that, for ﬁnite ﬁelds, the group Br2ðkÞ is trivial and, therefore, the kernel of D is
the full set H1ðGk; A0Þ:
For any 1-cocycle xAZ1ðGk; AÞ; one can deﬁne a twisted action of Gk on A by the
formula
s
xx ¼ xs sxx	1s :
We will denote as xA the Gk-group A endowed with this twisted action. Up to
equivalence, the action obtained depends only on ½x; the cohomology class of x; and
moreover, since conjugation by elements in the center leaves all elements unchanged,
only on ½x0; the image of ½x in H1ðGk; A0Þ: Therefore, one has a mapping from
H1ðGk; A0Þ to the set of Gk-structures on A up to equivalence.
The following proposition gives a description of H1ðGk; AÞ:
Proposition 7. With the notations as above, there is a bijection
H1ðGk; AÞC
a
½x0AH1ðGk ;A0Þ½D
H1ðGk;/iSÞ=dðxA0Gk Þ:
Proof. Consider the short exact sequence (2). Since /iS is contained in the center of
A; the group H1ðGk;/iSÞ acts by multiplication on H1ðGk; AÞ: Obviously, two
elements in the same orbit have the same image in H1ðGk; A0Þ½D; but also if two
elements ½x1; ½x2AH1ðGk; AÞ have the same image in the set H1ðGk; A0Þ½D; then
r ¼ x1x	12 is an element in H1ðGk;/iSÞ that multiplied by x2 gives x1: Therefore, the
orbits by this action are in bijection with H1ðGk; A0Þ½D:
It only remains to prove that given an element ½x0AH1ðGk; A0Þ½D; the
corresponding orbit is in bijection with H1ðGk;/iSÞ=dðxA0Gk Þ: Consider the
following diagram with exact rows
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where f : ½Z/½Zx	1 is a bijection. The preimage set of ½x0 is the orbit of ½x; which is
bijectively mapped by f to the orbit of the trivial element in H1ðGk; xAÞ: Because of
the exactness of the lower row, this last set is equal to the kernel of px and, therefore,
is in bijection with H1ðGk;/iSÞ=dðxA0GkÞ: &
2.1. The abelian cases
If the Gk-group A is abelian, the description of H
1ðGk; AÞ given by the previous
proposition can be simpliﬁed.
Proposition 8. With the notations as above, and if A is abelian, there is a bijection
H1ðGk; AÞCH1ðGk;/iSÞ=dðA0GkÞ  H1ðGk; A0Þ½D:
Proof. If A is abelian, any twisted action xA is equivalent to the original.
Therefore, all sets in the disjoint union are isomorphic and the proposition
follows. &
2.1.1. The case AutðCÞCC2
If A ¼ AutðCÞ ¼ /iSCC2; then the cohomology group H1ðGk; AÞCk=k2
classiﬁes quadratic or trivial extensions K=k:
In particular, when k is a ﬁnite ﬁeld, the group k=k2 has two elements and the
following proposition follows.
Proposition 9. Let C be a genus 2 curve defined over a finite field k with AutðCÞCC2:
Then there are two different k-twists of C:
2.1.2. The case AutðCÞCV4
In this case, one needs to take into account the Galois action on A ¼ AutðCÞ:
Since the hyperelliptic involution i is deﬁned over k; any element sAGk acts on
AutðCÞ either trivially or interchanging the two non-hyperelliptic involutions, say U
and iU : From this it follows that U ; and hence AutðCÞ; is deﬁned over a trivial or
quadratic extension kð ﬃﬃtp Þ=k:
In case of trivial action, the decomposition AutðCÞ ¼ /iS/US is a
decomposition as Gk-groups and, therefore,
H1ðGk; AÞCH1ðGk;/iSÞ  H1ðGk;/USÞCk=k2  k=k2
classiﬁes pairs of trivial or quadratic extensions ðK1=k; K2=kÞ:
In particular, when k is a ﬁnite ﬁeld, the group H1ðGk; AÞ has four elements and,
therefore, each genus 2 curve deﬁned over k with AutðCÞCV4 deﬁned over k has
four different k-twists.
Consider now the case that AutðCÞ is deﬁned over a quadratic extension kð ﬃﬃtp Þ=k:
In this case, A0Gk ¼ A0 ¼ /U 0S and the morphism dðU 0Þ is the only exhaustive
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morphism Gk-/iS that factors through the quadratic extension kð
ﬃﬃ
t
p Þ: As a result,
the ﬁrst factor in Proposition 8 classiﬁes trivial or quadratic extensions kð ﬃﬃﬃdp Þ=k
identifying kð ﬃﬃﬃdp Þ with kð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃtdp Þ:
As for the second factor, we have that H1ðGk; A0ÞCH1ðGk; C2ÞCk=k2: Given
such a d; it follows from a simple computation that its image by D is given by the
class in Br2ðkÞ of the quaternion algebra ðd; tÞ over k:
For ﬁnite ﬁelds, the ﬁrst factor is trivial, since a ﬁnite ﬁeld has a single quadratic
extension. Since Br2ðkÞ is trivial, the second factor classiﬁes trivial or quadratic
extensions of k: Therefore, each genus 2 curve deﬁned over a ﬁnite ﬁeld k with
AutðCÞCV4 deﬁned over a quadratic extension kð
ﬃﬃ
t
p Þ=k has two different
k-twists.
Note that, since AutðCÞ is abelian, the Galois action on AutðCÞ does not change if
we substitute C with any of its twists. Therefore, the ﬁeld kð ﬃﬃtp Þ depends only
on the corresponding moduli point in M2ðkÞ: Given ðu; vÞ as in Proposition 6, if
follows from the remark after Proposition 4 that the ﬁeld of deﬁnition of
AutðCÞ is given by kð ﬃﬃtp Þ ¼ kð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃv2 	 4u3p Þ: Summarizing, we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 10. Let k be a finite field and ðu; vÞAk2 as in Proposition 6. If t ¼
v2 	 4u3Ak2; then there are four k-isomorphism classes of curves of genus 2 with
AutðCÞCV4 whose %k-isomorphism class corresponds to the pair ðu; vÞ: Otherwise, this
number of k-isomorphism classes is two.
2.1.3. The case AutðCÞCC10
This case corresponds to a single point inM2; which exists in every characteristic
different from 5, and we can take as representative the curve given by
y2 ¼ x5 	 1:
The group of automorphisms of this curve is generated by the automorphisms
i ¼ 	1 0
0 	1
 
; Z ¼ z
2 0
0 z
 !
;
where z ¼ z5A %k is a ﬁxed ﬁfth root of unity. Moreover, one has a decomposition of
Gk-groups
A ¼ AutðCÞ ¼ /iS/ZS
that induces in cohomology the decomposition
H1ðGk; AÞCH1ðGk;/iSÞ  H1ðGk;/ZSÞ:
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The ﬁrst factor classiﬁes quadratic or trivial extensions of k: To study the second
factor, consider the isomorphism of Gk-groups
/ZS- m5 ¼ /zS;
z2i 0
0 zi
 !
/ zi:
From this isomorphism it follows that
H1ðGk;/ZSÞCH1ðGk; m5Þ;
and this last group is isomorphic to k=k5 by Kummer theory.
For the case of ﬁnite ﬁelds, note that k=k5 is trivial if 5[jkj or cyclic of order 5
otherwise. The following result follows.
Proposition 11. Let k be a finite field with q elements of characteristic different from 5.
If 5 j q 	 1; then there are ten classes of k-isomorphism of curves of genus 2 curves with
AutðCÞCC10: Otherwise, this number of k-isomorphism classes is two.
2.2. The dihedral cases
The cases AutðCÞCD8; D12 have been studied in detail in [2] over arbitrary ﬁelds.
If one restricts to curves deﬁned over a ﬁnite ﬁeld, the picture becomes easier;
essentially because all ﬁnite extensions of k are cyclic, there is a single extension of k
for every degree n; and Br2ðkÞ; the 2-torsion part of the Brauer group of k; is trivial.
The results in [2], adapted to the case of a ﬁnite ﬁeld, are as follows.
Proposition 12. Let k be a finite field and tAk\f0; 1=4; 9=100g: If tAk2; then there
are five different k-isomorphism classes of curves of genus 2 with AutðCÞCD8 whose %k-
isomorphism class corresponds to t: Otherwise, this number of k-isomorphism
classes is three.
Proposition 13. Let k be a finite field and tAk\f0; 1=4;	1=50g: If tAk2; then there
are six different k-isomorphism classes of curves of genus 2 with AutðCÞCD12 whose
%k-isomorphism class corresponds to t: Otherwise, this number of k-isomorphism
classes is four.
2.3. The sporadic cases
Let us now consider the cases A ¼ AutðCÞC2D12; S˜4; S˜5: These cases appear in
every characteristic pa3; 5; pa5 and p ¼ 5; respectively.
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2.3.1. Cohomological computations
First of all, we forget about the fact that the groups A are groups
of automorphisms of genus 2 curves, and we make a group-theoretical study
of them.
In all these cases, the center of A is a cyclic subgroup of order 2; we call i a
generator of it. The group of automorphisms of A admits a decomposition
AutðAÞ ¼ /;S InnðAÞ;
where ; is a central involution not contained in InnðAÞ: Moreover, it can be easily
checked that ; ðxÞAfx; ixg for all xAA:
From now on, we will restrict to k being a ﬁnite ﬁeld.
Let us denote by A0 the trivial Gk-structure on A (that given by the trivial
morphism r0:Gk-1AAutðAÞ), and by A1 the Gk-structure on A given by the
exhaustive morphism r1 :Gk-/;S: Note that r1 is unique since k has a single
quadratic extension K=k:
Following Proposition 7, we need to compute the cohomology sets
H1ðGk; Ai 0Þ½D ¼ H1ðGk; Ai 0Þ; i ¼ 0; 1:
Since ; ðxÞ is equal to either x or ix; it follows that the induced Gk-structure on
A1
0 ¼ A1=/iS is trivial; obviously, the Galois action on A00 is also trivial, and we
have in both cases that
H1ðGk; Ai 0ÞCInnðA0Þ\HomðGk; A0Þ:
Moreover, since A0 ¼ A=/iS ¼ A=ZðAÞCInnðAÞ; we have
H1ðGk; Ai 0ÞCInnðInnðAÞÞ\HomðGk; InnðAÞÞ:
Since all extensions of k are cyclic and there is a single extension for every
degree, the group HomðGk; InnðAÞÞ is in bijection with InnðAÞ; and therefore
H1ðGk; Ai 0Þ is in bijection with the set of conjugacy classes of the elements
in InnðAÞ:
According to Proposition 7, we need also to compute the groups
H1ðGk;/iSÞ=dðxA0Gki Þ
for every ½x0AH1ðGk; Ai 0Þ:
Since we are working over a ﬁnite ﬁeld, the group H1ðGk;/iSÞ has order 2 and,
therefore, the quotient above is trivial if, and only if, dðxA0Gki Þ is non-trivial;
otherwise it is cyclic of order 2. The fact that dðxA0Gki Þ is non-trivial is equivalent to
the existence of an element yAA such that sxyAfy; iyg for all sAGk and sxy ¼ iy for
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some sAGk: Since any action factors through a cyclic extension L=k; say /sS ¼
GalðL=kÞ; this is equivalent to have sxy ¼ iy for some yAA:
Given gxAInnðAÞ of order d; let L=k be the only extension of k of degree d: The
corresponding twisted action on Ai is given as follows:
* For A0; the twisted action factors through L and is determined by
s
gx y ¼ gxðyÞ;
where s is a generator of GalðL=kÞ:
* For A1; the twisted action factors through L  K and is determined by
t
gx y ¼ ðgx; ÞðyÞ;
where t is a generator of GalðL  K ; kÞ: Note that L  K is equal to L if, and only if,
d is even; otherwise it is the only quadratic extension of L:
Therefore, given such a gx; the group
H1ðGk;/iSÞ=dðxA0Gk0 Þ
is trivial if there exists yAA such that xyx	1 ¼ ix; otherwise it is cyclic of order 2.
As for the group
H1ðGk;/iSÞ=dðxA0Gk1 Þ;
it is trivial if there exists yAA such that x; ðyÞx	1 ¼ ix and cyclic of order 2
otherwise.
Varying gx among the conjugacy classes of InnðAÞ; and summing up the orders
of the quotients above, we can compute the number of elements in H1ðGk; A0Þ and
H1ðGk; A1Þ:
We include the GAP program (cf. [4]) that we have used to carry out this
computations.
A :¼ SmallGroupð½24; 8Þ; ;
elements :¼ ElementsðAÞ; ;
iota :¼ ElementsðCenterðAÞÞ½2; ;
AutA :¼ AutomorphismGroupðAÞ; ;
jota :¼ FilteredðElementsðCenterðAutAÞÞ;
x	4not IsInnerAutomorphismðxÞÞ½1; ;
InnA :¼ InnerAutomorphismsAutomorphismGroupðAutAÞ; ;
InnAmodInner :¼ ListðConjugacyClassesðInnAÞ; RepresentativeÞ; ;
twistsA0 :¼ 0; ;
Printð"Action A 0\n"Þ; ;
for inner in InnAmodInner do
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if iota in Listðelements; x	4 Imageðinner; xÞ  x4 	 1Þ
then Printð"Factor of order 1\n"Þ; twistsA0 :¼ twistsA0þ 1;
else Printð"Factor of order 2\n"Þ; twistsA0 :¼ twistsA0þ 2;
fi;
od;
Printð"Total : "; twistsA0; "cohomology classes for A 0\n"Þ; ;
twistsA1 :¼ 0; ;
Printð"Action A 1\n"Þ; ;
for inner in InnAmodInner do
if iota in Listðelements; x	4 Imageðjota  inner; xÞ  x4 	 1Þ
then Printð"Factor of order 1\n"Þ; twistsA1 :¼ twistsA1þ 1;
else Printð"factor of order 2\n"Þ; twistsA1 :¼ twistsA1þ 2;
fi;
od;
Printð"Total : "; twistsA1; "cohomology classes for A 1\n"Þ; ;
The explicit example given corresponds to AC2D12: For ACS˜4 one needs to
replace the ﬁrst line with A:¼SmallGroup([48,29]);;, while for ACS˜5 one has to
put A:¼SmallGroup([240,90]);;.
Using this procedure, we get the following result:
Proposition 14. With the notations as above, the number of elements in H1ðGk; AiÞ
is given in the following table:
i ¼ 0 i ¼ 1
AC2D12 9 7
ACS˜4 8 6
ACS˜5 12 8
2.3.2. Twists of curves
To make use of the cohomological machinery that we have introduced,
we need to ﬁnd genus 2 curves such that AutðCÞ is Gk-isomorphic to either
A0 or A1:
The representative that usually appear in the literature for the moduli point with
AutðCÞC2D12 is y2 ¼ x6 	 1; while for AutðCÞCS˜4; S˜5 it is y2 ¼ x5 	 x: However,
the Gk-structures on the groups of automorphisms of these curves are not the
simplest ones that one can obtain.
For the case AutðCÞC2D12; that exists over any ﬁeld of characteristic different
from 3 and 5, one can take as representative the curve
y2 ¼ ðx2 	 2x 	 2Þðx2 þ 4x þ 1Þð2x2 þ 2x 	 1Þ:
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Its group of automorphisms is generated by
U ¼ 0 1
1 0
 
; V ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ	3p
3
2 1
	1 1
 
:
If 	3Ak2; then the Galois action on AutðCÞ is trivial. Otherwise, AutðCÞ is
isomorphic as a Gk-group to A1:
For the case AutðCÞCS˜4; appearing if the ﬁeld has characteristic different from 5,
one can take the model
y2 ¼ ðx2 	 2Þðx2 	 4x þ 2Þðx2 	 2x þ 2Þ:
Its group of automorphisms is generated by
U ¼ 1þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ	2p
2
	1	 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ	2p
1þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃ	2p
2
	1	
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ	2p
2
 !
; V ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ	2p
2
0 2
	1 2
 
:
If 	2Ak2; then the Galois action on AutðCÞ is trivial. Otherwise it corresponds to
the non-trivial morphism r : Gk-/;gUV2UV2S: Since
UV 2UV 2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ	2p
2
0 2
1 0
 
;
the induced action on /U 0V 02U 0V 02SCA0 is trivial, and it follows that the
exhaustive morphism Gk-/U 0V 02U 0V 02S is a 1-cocycle Gk-A0: Since
we are working over a ﬁnite ﬁeld, this cocycle lifts to a 1-cocycle x : Gk-A: Then
xA and A1 are Gk-isomorphic and the curve we want to ﬁnd is the curve above
twisted by x:
It is worth to remark that, over an arbitrary ﬁeld, there exists a curve with
AutðCÞCS˜4 and where the Galois action is A1 if, and only if,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ	2p ek but
ð	2;	1Þ ¼ 1ABr2ðkÞ: To construct explicitly such a curve, one needs to ﬁnd a
k-rational point on the conic 	2X 2 	 Y 2 ¼ 1: This makes impossible to explicitly
give a good model valid in every characteristic, although it always exists over any
ﬁnite ﬁeld.
For the case AutðCÞCS˜5; only appearing in characteristic 5, one can take the
model
y2 ¼ x5 	 x:
Its group of automorphism is generated by
U ¼ 0 2
2 0
 
; V ¼ 1 2
2 0
 
; W ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
	3
p 2 0
0 1
 
:
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If 	3Ak2 (which amounts to say 2j½k:F5), then the Galois action on AutðCÞ is the
trivial one. Otherwise it corresponds to the action A1:
Summarizing, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 15. Let k be a finite field of characteristic pa3; 5 (resp. pa5; p ¼ 5)
and AC2D12 (resp. ACS˜4; ACS˜5). If 	3Ak2 (resp. 	2Ak2; 	3Ak2) then there
exists a genus 2 curve C such that AutðCÞCA and the Galois action on this group
is trivial. Otherwise there exists such a curve with group of automorphisms isomorphic,
as Gk-groups, to A1:
Using the previous proposition together with the cohomological computations
summarized in Proposition 14, we get the following results.
Proposition 16. Let k be a finite field of characteristic pa3; 5: If 	3Ak2; then there
are nine k-isomorphism classes of curves of genus 2 with AutðCÞC2D12: Otherwise,
this number of k-isomorphism classes is seven.
Proposition 17. Let k be a finite field of characteristic pa5: If 	2Ak2; then there are
eight k-isomorphism classes of curves of genus 2 with AutðCÞCS˜4: Otherwise, this
number of k-isomorphism classes is six.
Proposition 18. Let k be a finite field of characteristic 5. If 	3Ak2; then there are
twelve k-isomorphism classes of curves of genus 2 with AutðCÞCS˜5: Otherwise, this
number of k-isomorphism classes is eight.
2.4. Summarization of results
We summarize in the following theorem the results obtained in this section. We
use a compact way to write the computations, using the Jacobi symbol
n
q
 
¼
1 if nAk2;
0 if n ¼ 0Ak;
	1 if nAk\k2;
8><
>:
where nAZ and q ¼ jkj: Note that, using the standard Legendre symbol, and putting
q ¼ pr; it can be expressed as
n
q
 
¼ n
p
 r
:
Theorem 19. Let k be a finite field of q elements. The number of k-twists of a
genus 2 curve, according to the group structure of AutðCÞ; together with the structure
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of the extension kð ﬃﬃtp Þ=k (with t as in Propositions 10, 12 and 13), is given by the
following table:
TC2 2
TþV4 4
T	V4 2
TþD8 5
T	D8 3
TþD12 6
T	D12 4
TC10 2 gcdð5; q 	 1Þ
T2D12 8þ ð	3q Þ
TS˜4 7þ ð	2q Þ
TS˜5 10þ 2ð	3q Þ
In table above, we have noted as TA the number of twists when it only depends on
the structure of A and the ﬁeld k: When it also depends on the extension kð ﬃﬃtp Þ=k; we
have noted as TþA (resp. T
	
A ) this number of twists when the extension is trivial (resp.
quadratic).
3. Counting %k-isomorphism classes
According to the previous theorem, for curves with AutðCÞ not isomorphic to V4;
D8 or D12; the number of twists depends only on the group structure of AutðCÞ and
on k: However, for these three cases, it also depends on certain extension kð ﬃﬃtp Þ=k
being trivial or quadratic. Therefore, our ﬁrst goal is to count how many curves up to
%k-isomorphism have these groups of automorphisms, distinguishing those with
kð ﬃﬃtp Þ=k being trivial from those with this extension being quadratic.
Analogously to the table in Theorem 19, we will denote by NA the number of
points in M2ðkÞ corresponding to curves with AutðCÞCA: We will denote by NþA
(resp. N	A ) the number of those points for which the extension kð
ﬃﬃ
t
p Þ=k is trivial
(resp. quadratic).
As we have seen, the %k-isomorphism classes of curves with AutðCÞCD8 are
parametrized by tAk\f0; 1=4; 9=100g: Since 1=4 and 9=100 are squares, the number
of choices for t with kð ﬃﬃtp Þ ¼ k is given by
NþD8 ¼
q 	 1
2
	 2 if pa3; 5;
q 	 1
2
	 1 if p ¼ 3; 5;
8><
>:
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while the number of those with kð ﬃﬃtp Þak is given by
N	D8 ¼
q 	 1
2
:
As for the case AutðCÞCD12; the parameterizing set is k\f0; 1=4;	1=50g: While 1=4
is always a square, 	1=50 is a square if, and only if, 	2Ak2: Therefore, the number
of values for t corresponding to each case can be written as
NþD12 ¼
q 	 4	 ð	2
q
Þ
2
if pa3; 5;
q 	 1
2
	 1 if p ¼ 3; 5;
8><
>>:
N	D12 ¼
q 	 2þ ð	2
q
Þ
2
if pa3; 5;
q 	 1
2
if p ¼ 3; 5:
8><
>:
The computation of the number of pairs ðu; vÞ as in Proposition 6 such that the
extension kð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
v2 	 4u3
p
Þ=k is trivial (resp. non-trivial) will need the following lemma.
Lemma 20. Let k be a finite field of characteristic p and with q elements. Given
fAk½X ; define S0ð f Þ (resp. Sþð f Þ; S	ð f Þ) as the set of xAk such that f ðxÞ ¼ 0
(resp. f ðxÞAk2; f ðxÞAk\k2). Consider the polynomials
ftðX Þ ¼ X 2 	 t ðtAkÞ;
gðXÞ ¼ ðX 	 9Þ3ðX 	 1Þ;
hðXÞ ¼ ðX 	 25Þ2ðX 	 225ÞðX 	 9Þ:
Then, the cardinalities of the considered sets for the given polynomials are as in the
table below:
f jS0ð f Þj jSþð f Þj jS	ð f Þj
f0 1 q 	 1 0
ft ðtAk2Þ 2 q	32 q	12
ft ðtAk\k2Þ 0 q	12 qþ12
g 2 q	3
2
q	1
2
h ðpa3; 5Þ 3 q	4	ð	2q Þ
2
q	2þð	2
q
Þ
2
h ðp ¼ 3Þ 2 q 	 2 0
h ðp ¼ 5Þ 2 q	3
2
q	1
2
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Proof. For f0; and h (p ¼ 3), the result is obvious. Let f be any of the remaining
polynomials, and fˆ the quadratic polynomial obtained as the square-free factor of f ;
say f ¼ r2fˆ : Then S0ð fˆ Þ,Sþð fˆ Þ is given by the x-coordinates of the q 	 1 afﬁne
k-rational points on the conic L : fˆ ðxÞ 	 y2 ¼ 0: The ramiﬁed points of the 2:1
morphism ðx; yÞ/x : L- %k are those on the roots of fˆ ; hence jSþð fˆ Þj ¼
ðq 	 1	 jS0ð fˆ ÞjÞ=2 and we can compute jSð fˆ Þj in each case. In order to compute
jSð f Þj; one only needs to consider which of the sets Sð fˆ Þ contains the zeros
of r: &
Proposition 21. Let k be a finite field of characteristic p and with q elements.
The number of pairs ðu; vÞ as in Proposition 6 such that v2 	 4u3Ak2 is given by
NþV4 ¼
q2 	 3q þ 7þ ð	2
q
Þ
2
if pa3; 5;
q2 	 4q þ 7
2
if p ¼ 3;
q2 	 3q þ 6
2
if p ¼ 5;
8>>>><
>>>>:
while for those with v2 	 4u3ek2 it is given by
N	V4 ¼
q2 	 3q þ 3	 ð	2
q
Þ
2
if pa3; 5;
q2 	 2q þ 1
2
if p ¼ 3;
q2 	 3q þ 2
2
if p ¼ 5:
8>>>><
>>>>:
Proof. We will explicitly write down the proof for the case pa3; 5: The
proof for these two cases goes the same way. For simplicity, we deﬁne tðu; vÞ ¼
v2 	 4u3:
Consider the set of all pairs ðu; vÞAk2: For u ¼ 0 the function t gets the
value 0 for one choice of v and an square value for the other q 	 1 possibilities. If
uAk2; which is equivalent to 4u3Ak2; according to the previous lemma, the
function t gets 2 times the value 0, ðq 	 3Þ=2 times an square value and ðq 	 1Þ=2 a
non-square value. If uAk\k2; then it does not get the value 0; it gets ðq 	 1Þ=2 times
an square value and ðq þ 1Þ=2 times a non-square value. Summarizing, the function t
on k2 gets
q 	 1þ q 	 1
2
q 	 3
2
þ q 	 1
2
q 	 1
2
¼ qðq 	 1Þ
2
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times a (non-zero) square value and
q 	 1
2
q 	 1
2
þ q 	 1
2
q þ 1
2
¼ qðq 	 1Þ
2
times a non-square value.
According to Proposition 6, we need to throw away the pairs ðu; vÞ on the curves
deﬁned by
u2 	 4v þ 18u 	 27 ¼ 0;
4v 	 u2 þ 110u 	 1125 ¼ 0:
Since with the above computation we have already thrown away those on the curves
but with t ¼ 0; we only need to compute how many times the function t gets an
square (resp. non-square) value on these curves. Note that both curves can be
parametrized by u:
On the ﬁrst curve, the function t can be written as
tðuÞ ¼ tðu; vðuÞÞ ¼ t u; u
2 þ 18u 	 27
4
 
¼ 1
16
ðu 	 9Þ3ðu 	 1Þ:
From the previous lemma, we have that this function gets q	3
2
times an square value
and q	1
2
times a non-square value.
As for the second curve, the function t is written as
tðuÞ ¼ tðu; vðuÞÞ ¼ t u; u
2 	 110u þ 1125
4
 
¼ 1
16
ðu 	 25Þ2ðu 	 225Þðu 	 9Þ:
Also from the previous lemma, we have that this function gets
q	4	ð	2
q
Þ
2
times an
square value and
q	2þð	2
q
Þ
2 times a non-square value.
Therefore,
NþV4 ¼
qðq 	 1Þ
2
	 q 	 3
2
	
q 	 4	 ð	2
q
Þ
2
¼
q2 	 3q þ 7þ ð	2
q
Þ
2
and
N	V4 ¼
qðq 	 1Þ
2
	 q 	 1
2
	
q 	 2þ ð	2
q
Þ
2
¼
q2 	 3q þ 3	 ð	2
q
Þ
2
;
as wanted for the proof. &
In the following theorem we summarize the computations for the number of
%k-isomorphism classes in each case.
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Theorem 22. Let k be a finite field of characteristic p and with q elements. The number
of points P ¼ ½CAM2ðkÞ corresponding to each possibility for AutðCÞ; together with
the structure of the extension kð ﬃﬃtp Þ=k (with t as in Propositions 10, 12 and 13), is
given by the following table:
pa3; 5 p ¼ 3 p ¼ 5
NC2 q
3 	 q2 þ q 	 2 q3 	 q2 þ q 	 2 q3 	 q2 þ q 	 1
NþV4 q
2	3qþ7þð	2
q
Þ
2
q2	4qþ7
2
q2	3qþ6
2
N	V4 q
2	3qþ3	ð	2
q
Þ
2
q2	2qþ1
2
q2	3qþ2
2
NþD8
q	5
2
q	3
2
q	3
2
N	D8
q	1
2
q	1
2
q	1
2
NþD12 q	4	ð
	2
q
Þ
2
q	3
2
q	3
2
N	D12 q	2þð
	2
q
Þ
2
q	1
2
q	1
2
NC10 1 1 —
N2D12 1 — —
NS˜4 1 1 —
NS˜5 — — 1
4. Counting k-isomorphism classes
In Section 3 we have computed N7A ; the number of points inM2ðkÞ corresponding
to each possibility for A ¼ AutðCÞ and the associated extension kð ﬃﬃtp Þ=k: In Section
2 we have computed the number of k-twists for each of the points in M2; also
depending on AutðCÞ and kð ﬃﬃtp Þ=k:
Now, to compute the number of curves of genus 2 modulo k-isomorphism, it is
enough to compute
TC2NC2 þ TþV4NþV4 þ T	V4N	V4 þ TþD8NþD8 þ T	D8N	D8
þ TþD12NþD12 þ T	D12N	D12 þ TC10NC10 þ T2D12N2D12 þ TS˜4NS˜4 þ TS˜5NS˜5 :
The results are as follows.
Theorem 23. Let k be a finite field of characteristic p and with q elements. The number
of k-isomorphism classes of curves of genus 2 defined over k is, if pa3; 5;
2q3 þ q2 þ 2q 	 2þ 2 gcdð5; q 	 1Þ þ 	2
q
 
þ 	3
q
 
:
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If p ¼ 3; this number is given by
2q3 þ q2 þ q 	 1þ 2 gcdð5; q 	 1Þ;
while if p ¼ 5; then it is
2q3 þ q2 þ 2q þ 2þ 2 	3
q
 
:
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